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ABSTRACT
A Wireless sensor network(WSN) is composed of a large
number of sensor nodes, which are densely deployed either inside the phenomenon or very close to it. Unlike
traditional networks, a WSN has its own design and resource constraints. As sensor nodes operate on limited
battery power, energy usage is a very important concern
in a WSN; and there has been significant research focus
that revolves around harvesting and minimizing energy.
In the proposed work , assuming the WSN to be large
scale and non uniform an algorithm is proposed which
includes- selection of cluster head from dominating set
node,creation of clusters with one and only one cluster
head and Relay node deployment in clusters and between
cluster heads. In this algorithm, approach of clustering and relay node placement are combined for efficient
utilization of energy, thus maximizing network lifetime.
General Terms:
Clustering, Energy Efficiency, Relay Nodes

Keywords:
Wireless Sensor Networks, Dominating Set, Cluster Head, Relay
Nodes

1.

INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network is composed of hundreds or even thousands of sensor nodes which use wireless links to perform distributed sensing tasks. Each sensor node includes a sensing module, a computing module, memory and a wireless communication
module with a very limited communication range. Wireless sensor network has received intensive research attentions due to its
enormous application potential in battlefield surveillance, environmental monitoring, biomedical observation and other fields[1] . The
three basic requirements for designing efficient wireless sensor networks are scalability, fault-tolerance and energy efficiency. A sensor network, comprising of a number of sensor nodes, is usually
required to cover a large geographic area. New sensor nodes may
be added to the network and existing sensor nodes may become
inoperative at any time. This large scale and frequently changing
network requires scalable protocols and algorithms. Factors, such

as energy depletion, harsh environmental conditions, and/or malicious attacks may result in node failures in a wireless sensor network. Therefore, survivability of sensor networks is a critical design goal. Moreover, energy is one of the most precious resource
in wireless sensor networks. Sensor nodes are normally powered
by batteries and can only last for a fairly short period of time if
operated at high transmission power levels.
The fact that the energy requirement for transmission is a superlinear function of the transmission distance [1] necessitates short
range communication to improve network lifetime [3]. To prolong
network lifetime while meeting certain network specifications, one
proposed direction is to deploy a small number of relay nodes
(RNs) in the WSN such that they can communicate with the SNs
and other RNs[3], [4], [5], [6], [7],[8], [9], [13], [15], This is studied under the theme of relay node placement. This problem has
received considerable attention from the networking community,
with related papers published in MobiCom [11], MobiHoc [5],
[12], and Infocom [10], [14], [15]. We follow clustered based relay node placement. Clustering involves grouping of sensors into a
group termed as cluster with the cluster head aggregating the data
and transmitting it to the sink. Clustering has been adopted by the
research community since long to achieve scalability and high energy efficiency and prolong network lifetime in large scale WSN
environments. It also stabilizes the network topology. Construction of a stable backbone structure offers better support for efficient
communication. The backbone is a subset of sensors that perform
data communications and serves the nodes that are not a part of
the backbone. Keeping a battery operated sensor node active all
the time is not practicable because it depletes the energy resources
quickly. The life time of a sensor node can be increased if it can
turn on its circuitry for performing the functions only during the
specified time slot allotted to it. The sensor node must turn off its
circuitry to conserve energy when its time slot has passed [41]. The
motivation for incorporating the backbone structure to the sensor
network is to partially turn off the nodes which are not part of the
backbone. This saves power and prolongs the network lifetime of
WSNs. A Dominating Set, DS is defined as a set of nodes in the network such that all nodes in the network which are not in the DS are
adjacent to at least one node in the DS. The efficiency of multi-cast
or broadcast routing can be improved through the use of a CDS as
backbone. A CDS- backbone eliminates redundant broadcasts and
saves power. Thus, cluster formation is based on construction of
dominating set.
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2.
2.1

BACKGROUND WORK
Dominating Set

A Dominating Set, DS is defined as a set of nodes in the network
such that all nodes in the network which are not in the DS are adjacent to at least one node in the DS. When the graph induced by a DS
is connected, then it is called CDS. For any arbitrary network, the
problem of computing a CDS of minimum cardinality is an NPcomplete problem [41]. The efficiency of multi-cast or broadcast
routing can be improved through the use of a DS as backbone. A
DS- backbone eliminates redundant broadcasts and saves power.
One such approach is
2.1.1 Distributed Single-Phase algorithm for constructing a
connected dominating set( DSP-CDS). DSP-CDS is a distributed
algorithm. It is designed to achieve three goals. First, it generates a
Connected Dominating Set(CDS) fast in a single phase. Secondly,
it generates the CDS of competitively small size compared with
other distributed algorithms. Thirdly, it efficiently maintains the
CDS under network topology changes. In the DSP-CDS algorithm,
each node in the network has a unique ID, called nid. A node can
be in one of the three states: white, gray, and black. A dominator is
in the black state.
A node adjacent to a dominator, if it is not a dominator itself, is
in the gray state. All the other nodes (neither black nor gray) are
white. A piece is a connected sub-network during the CDS construction. Connected black nodes and their gray neighbours form
one piece. A white node itself is a piece. A piece has a unique
ID, called pid, known to all nodes in the piece. A piece has a special node called master. The master of a trivial piece is the white
node itself, and the master of a non-trivial piece is one of the black
nodes. The piece master decides the pid of the piece. The strength
of a node indicates the ability of the node to connect with different pieces. The execution of each node is divided into rounds. In
each round, a node exchanges status messages with its neighbours,
updates its strength, and decides if it should become a dominator.
If the new strength is 0, the node will not change its state (white,
gray, or black). If the new strength is greater than 0, the node decides its new state based on its current status (including the value
of strength) and the local knowledge about its neighbours. A node
adjacent to a dominator, if it is not a dominator itself, is in the gray
state. All the other nodes (neither black nor gray) are white. A piece
is connected sub-network during the CDS construction. Connected
black nodes and their gray neighbours form one piece. A white
node itself is a piece. A piece has a unique ID, called pid, known
to all nodes in the piece. A piece has a special node called master.The master of a trivial piece is the white node itself, and the master
of a non-trivial piece is one of the black nodes. The piece master decides the pid of the piece. The strength of a node indicates
the ability of the node to connect with different pieces. The execution of each node is divided into rounds. In each round, a node
exchanges status messages with its neighbours, updates its strength,
and decides if it should become a dominator. If the new strength is
0, the node will not change its state (white, gray, or black). If the
new strength is greater than 0, the node decides its new state based
on its current status (including the value of strength) and the local
knowledge about its neighbours.
In the DSP-CDS implementation, the strength of a node i is computed using the following rules:
(1) Rule-1: If node i is black, its strength is 0;

(2) Rule-2: If node i is gray or white, its strength is the sum of the
points contributed by its neighbours;
(3) Rule-3: A black or white neighbour contributes 2 points, and a
gray neighbour contributes 1 point, with the following exceptions:
—A neighbour with the same pid as node i contributes 0 point
to the strength of node i;
—Among the neighbours sharing the same pid only the one
that can contribute the greatest points contributes to the
strength of node i.

2.2

Clustering

In most wireless sensor network (WSN) applications nowadays the
entire network must have the ability to operate unattended in harsh
environments in which pure human access and monitoring cannot
be easily scheduled or effeciently managed or its even not feasible at all [46]. Sensors are energy constrained and their batteries
usually cannot be recharged. Neighboring sensor nodes generally
have the data of similar events because they collect events within a
specifc area. If each node individually transmits the collected data
to the sink node, a lot of energy will be wasted to transmit similar
data to the sink node. The sensor nodes are organized into a number of clusters in order to avoid such energy wastes. Clusterbased
architectures improve the resource allocation and reduce the energy
consumption, thus prolong the network lifetime as much as possible [30]. Each cluster is monitored and controlled by a node, called
Cluster-Head (CH). These cluster heads communicate directly with
the base station (BS). Other nodes send the data, sensed from the
environment to these CHs. CHs first aggregate the data from the
multiple sensor nodes, and then
nally send it directly to the BS . The one algorithm used is LEACH
2.2.1 Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy .
LEACH[34] is perhaps the first cluster based routing protocol for WSN , which use a stochastic model for cluster head
selection, and has motivated the design of many protocols. Its
an hierarchical, probabilistic, distributed, one-hop protocol, with
main objectives (a) to improve the lifetime of WSNs by trying
to evenly distribute the energy consumption among all the nodes
of the network and (b) to reduce the energy consumption in the
network nodes (by performing data aggregation and thus reducing
the number of communication messages). It forms clusters based
on the received signal strength and also uses the CH nodes as
routers to the BS. All the data processing such as data fusion
and aggregation are local to the cluster. LEACH forms clusters
by using a distributed algorithm, where nodes make autonomous
decisions without any centralized control. All nodes have a chance
to become CHs to balance the energy spent per round by each
sensor node. Initially a node decides to be a CH with a probability
p and broadcasts its decision. Specifically, after its election, each
CH broadcasts an advertisement message to the other nodes and
each one of the other (non-CH) nodes determines a cluster to
belong to, by choosing the CH that can be reached using the least
communication energy (based on the signal strength of each CH
message). The role of being a CH is rotated periodically among the
nodes of the cluster to balance the load. The rotation is performed
by getting each node to choose a random number T between 0
and 1. A node becomes a CH for the current rotation round if the
number is less than the following threshold:
T (i) =

p
1 − p ∗ rmod p1
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else T(i) =0 where
p is the desired percentage of CH nodes in the sensor population
r is the current round number
G is the set of nodes that have not been CHs in the last 1/p rounds .
The clusters are formed dynamically in each round and the time to
perform the rounds are also selected randomly. Generally, LEACH
can provide a quite uniform load distribution in one-hop sensor networks. Moreover, it provides a good balancing of energy consumption by random rotation of CHs. Furthermore, the localized coordination scheme used in LEACH provides better scalability for cluster formation, whereas the better load balancing enhances the network lifetime. However, despite the generally good performance,
LEACH has also some clear drawbacks. Because the decision on
CH election and rotation is probabilistic, there is still a good chance
that a node with very low energy gets selected as a CH. Due to the
same reason, it is possible that the elected CHs will be concentrated
in one part of the network (good CHs distribution cannot be guaranteed) and some nodes will not have any CH in their range. Also, the
CHs are assumed to have a long communication range so that the
data can reach the BS directly. This is not always a realistic assumption because the CHs are usually regular sensors and the BS is often not directly reachable to all nodes. Moreover, LEACH forms in
general one-hop intracluster and intercluster topology where each
node should transmit directly to the CHs and thereafter to the BS,
thus normally it cannot be used effectively on networks deployed
in large regions.

2.3

Relay Nodes

In general, the relay node placement problem has been studied under two perspectives, namely the routing structure and the connectivity requirements. The study based on the routing structure may
be further classified into either single tiered or two-tiered [6], [7],
[9], [11]. The study based on connectivity can be classified into either connected or survivable [4], [7], [15], [14]. In single-tiered relay node placement, the SNs may also forward packets. In twotiered
relay node placement, the SNs transmit their sensed data to an RN
or a BS, but do not forward packets for other nodes. In connected
relay node placement, the placement of RNs ensures connectivity
between the SNs and the BSs. In survivable relay node placement,
the placement of RNs ensures biconnectivity between the SNs and
the BSs.
Two optimization problems for relay node placement in large scale
sensor networks[2], one is called Connected Relay Node Single
Cover (CRNSC) problem and another is 2-Connected Relay Node
Double Cover (2CRNDC) problem. Two polynomial time approximation algorithms are presented to solve the CRNSC problem. We
show that the size of the CRNSC given by the first approximation
algorithm is bounded by eight times that of the optimal solution
and the second one achieves a performance ratio of 4.5. Moreover,
we propose two approximation algorithms to solve the 2CRNDC
problem and we also prove that performance ratios associated with
them are 6 and 4.5, respectively.
In a large scale WSN where nodes are non-uniformly distributed we
aim to place relay nodes such that relay node is reachable by at least
1 sensor node. We assume the field to have set S, as sensor node
such that they have a transmission range of r. The sensor nodes are
mobile and change topology after some time. Being non-uniformly
placed there might be dense areas where more than 20 sensor nodes
may be present in 1 metric cube. However, no interference of data

while aggregation at relay node is assumed. Relay nodes are used
only for receiving and transmitting data bidirectional between sensor nodes and relay nodes or relay nodes and relay nodes or sink
and relay nodes. The transmission radius of relay node is r such that
r is not same as R.
To do this we place Relay nodes hierarchically. Clusters are formed
for set S, such that no sensor node is shared by any two clusters and
each sensor node in set S is present in at least and at most 1 cluster.
Cluster head is chosen based on dominating set nodes from set, S.
Dominating set is formed using the following parameters:
—Residual Energy of Nodes
—Neighbours of Node
Relay node is placed inside clusters as well as outside. Certain constraints such that, a sensor node must have at least 1 relay node to
transmit data to it. Per sensor node 1 fault of relay node is tolerated.
This provides fault tolerance in relay node placement. Additional
relay nodes are placed around cluster head and in between cluster
head. The cluster head of each cluster know distance between itself
and all the cluster heads in the field and also the distance from the
sink. We will also place additional relay nodes around dense areas.

3.

PROPOSED WORK

In a large scale WSN where nodes are non-uniformly distributed we
aim to place relay nodes such that relay node is reachable by at least
1 sensor node. We assume the field to have set S, as sensor node
such that they have a transmission range of r. The sensor nodes are
mobile and change topology after some time. Being non-uniformly
placed there might be dense areas where more than 20 sensor nodes
may be present in 1 metric cube. However, no interference of data
while aggregation at relay node is assumed. Relay nodes are used
only for receiving and transmitting data bidirectional between sensor nodes and relay nodes or relay nodes and relay nodes or sink
and relay nodes. The transmission radius of relay node is r such that
r is not same as R.
To do this we place Relay nodes hierarchically. Clusters are formed
for set S, such that no sensor node is shared by any two clusters and
each sensor node in set S is present in at least and at most 1 cluster.
Cluster head is chosen based on dominating set nodes from set, S.
Dominating set is formed using the following parameters:
—Residual Energy of Nodes
—Neighbours of Node
Relay node is placed inside clusters as well as outside. Certain constraints such that, a sensor node must have at least 1 relay node to
transmit data to it. Per sensor node 1 fault of relay node is tolerated.
This provides fault tolerance in relay node placement. Additional
relay nodes are placed around cluster head and in between cluster
head. The cluster head of each cluster know distance between itself and all the cluster heads in the field and also the distance from
the sink. We will also place additional relay nodes around dense areas. In this section we propose the algorithms we use to place relay
nodes . We first create a dominating set, followed by clustering and
finally relay node placement.

3.1

Design Parameters

The algorithm uses some parameters which are discussed below:
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3.1.1 Node Degree. Each node computes its degree. The degree
of a node y is the total number of nodes within the transmission
range of v.

Dg =

X

}
return new strength;
}
Where TR= transmission radius
MD= Maximum distance of that node with any other

Duv

uV,u6=v

node

where Duv is the distance between node u and v.
3.1.2 Transmission range. The transmission range, Tr, of a node
is a factor that determines the quality of the clusterhead. This parameter is more relevant in the case of heterogeneous networks.
3.1.3 Transmission range. The transmission range, Tr, of a node
is a factor that determines the quality of the clusterhead. This parameter is more relevant in the case of heterogeneous networks.

(2) Each node execution program
define InvalidStrength = 1;
state = white;
// Initial strength value
strength = InvalidStrength;
reset timer t1 = T1;
reset timer t2 = T2;
upon expiration of t1
{
// Compute a new strength
s = compute strength();
broadcast STATUS(nid, state, s);
reset timer t1 = T1;
}
upon expiration of t2 {
if (state == black — — strength == 0)
return;
// Compute a new strength
strength = compute strength();

3.1.4 Fault Tolerance. Some sensor nodes may fail or be blocked
due to lack of power, have physical damage or environmental interference. The failure of sensor nodes should not affect the overall
task of the sensor network. This is the reliability or fault tolerance
issue. Fault tolerance is the ability to sustain sensor network functionalities without any interruption due to sensor node failures .
R(t) = exp(−µt)

3.2

Proposed Solution

3.2.1 Construction of Dominating Set. The algorithm used for
constructing dominating set is the modified version of DSP-CDS
as described in section 2.3

Algorithm 1: DSP-DS
(1) compute strength ()
// Compute the strength of a node based on the local
knowledge about neighbors
compute strength {
if (no neighbor)
// strength for an isolated node
return InvalidStrength;
new strength = 0;
// Compute the strength using information of neighbors

// Get the maximum strength among neighbors
(s, n) = get max neighbor();
if ((strength, nid) ¿ (s, n))
state = black;
reset timer t2 = T2;
}
upon receiving a STATUS message S {
save neighbour(S.nid) = ( S.state, S.strength);
reset timer neighbourTimer(sender.nid) = Neighbour-

if
the node is not black
if (state != black)
{
// Count points of black or white nodes in the first round
for each black/white neighbor i
{
new strength += 2 + TR/MD;
}
// Count points of gray nodes in the second round
for each gray neighbor node i
{
new strength += 1 + TR/MD;
}

Exp;
if ((S.state == black) and ( state == white)) {
state=gray;
}
{
upon expiration of neighbor Timer(nid) {
delete neighbor(nid);
}
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3.2.2 Choose Cluster head. Four factors are being considered
while electing cluster head

4.2.4.1 WITHIN CLUSTER: Ensure connected relay node single
cover(CRNC)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Given a set of locations of non-uniformly distributed sensor nodes
S, the communication range of sensor nodes ,SN Range, and the
communication range of relay nodes RN Range, find the minimum
number of relay nodes and their corresponding locations, so that
each sensor node is covered by at least one relay node, and that the
set of relay nodes is connected. It Ensures each SN is covered by
at least 1 RN node . At least 1 RN should be present within TR of
SN . This RN should be reachable to and from CH. This ensures
connected SN-RN-CH graph

Percentage of cluster heads required
Residual Energy of a node
Fault tolerance
Degree of node

Algorithm 2: Cluster Head Nomination
(1) A node n chooses a random number between 0 and 1.
(2) If the number is less than a threshold T(n), the node becomes a cluster head for the current round.
(3) The threshhold is set as t(n), where

T (n) =

p
Eres
∗
∗ Kopt ∗ R(t) ∗ D(n)
1 − p ∗ (rmod p1 ) Ein
√
Kopt = √

Ef s
N
M
∗
∗
2
E
dBS
2π
mp

R(t) = exp(−µt)
(4) where
µ
=failure rate of sensor node
(5) D(n)= probability of a node to have maximum degree
(6) Announce CH status
(7) CH sends packets to its 1 hop neighbors informing them
about its nomination as a cluster head.
(8) Wait for Join request message
(9) CH waits for the join request message from its neighborhood sensor nodes.

3.2.3 Cluster Formation . Following is the algorithm of the cluster formation :
Algorithm 3 : Cluster Formation
A sensor node receives the JOIN request messages from more
than 1 cluster head.
The decision of which cluster head should it join is dependent
on four factors:(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Residual energy of a cluster head
Distance between CH and node
Distance between CH and base station
RSSI- Received Signal Strength Indicator

A node sends the join message to the selected CH
3.2.4 Relay Node Placement. It involves 2 algorithms. These can
be described as :

(1) For each Cluster
(2) Input all SN in cluster in List, L
(3) While L!=NULL
(4) {
(5) Select sensor node with largest distance from its CH
(6) If(RN in transmission radius of sensor node ie SNRange)
(7) {
(8) Ensure that RN can reach CH
(9) }
(10) Else
(11) {
(12) Place RN between CH and SN such that RN is at distance SNRange from SN. The direction should be the line
of sight of SN and CH. Ensure that RN placed can reach
CH.
(13) Place more RN on line of sight of current RN and CH
(14) }
(15) Remove SN from List, L
(16) }

—1 Cluster-wise run this algorithm to place Relay nodes inside cluster
—2 Insert all SN of cluster in a list so that we can verify that
each SN can reach at least 1 RN.
—Repeat until all the sensor node have been treated. In the
loop either the SN will have a relay node around it or it
wont.
—4&5. Select SN which is farthest from CH. This way Relay
nodes placed will be minimum in number because the relay nodes will be placed in collinear with SN and CH and
towards the CH at distance SNRange from SN.
—6. Check if RN is found within the SNRange for selected
SN in while loop
—7,8,9: if RN is present ensure that this RN can send transmissions to CH. That is, it is connected to CH via other
relay nodes
—10,11,12: if RN is not found within transmission range of
selected SN, place a relay node such that:
(1) It is at distance SNRange from selected SN

5
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4.
(2) It is on same line in which co-ordinates of SN and CH
lie
(3) It is placed in between CH and SN
—13 . If distance between RN and CH is more than RNRange
place more RN between them such that
(1) It is at distance RNRange from newly placed RN
(2) It is on same line in which co-ordinates of RN and CH
lie
(3) It is placed in between CH and RN.
—14. Remove SN from list
4.2.4.2 WITHIN CLUSTER: Ensure single node, double cover
problem.
Given a set of locations of uniformly distributed sensor nodes S, the
communication range of sensor nodes SNRange, and the communication range of relay nodes RNRange, find the minimum number
of relay nodes and their corresponding locations so that each sensor
node is covered by at least two relay nodes, and that the network of
relay nodes is 2-connected.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

For each cluster
Input nodes SN in List, L
While L!=NULL
{
Choose SN one by one
If(atleast two RN are not present within transmission radius of SN in same cluster)
(7) {
(8) Place RN in transmission area of SN such that mathematical constrains described in equation A is followed
(9) }
(10) Remove SN from List, L
(11) }

—1.For each cluster in field repeat this algorithm
—2.Input all the SN in List such that double cover for each
can be verified
—3.While list is not null
—4,5 : Choose SN one by one
—6.Check if two Relay Nodes are present with the Transmission radius of selected SN in step 5
—7,8: If less than 2 two relay nodes are present then we place
1 more relay node around SN. We decide to place only one
because CRNC algorithm ensures that each SN has atleast
one relay node around it. Here we dont check reachability
because mathematical modelling uses this constraint that
RN used by other RN within SNRange of any sensor node is
used by the RN which is now placed using Fault Tolerance
algorithm
—9. If two or more RN is placed around SN do nothing
—10. Remove SN from List as it satisfies Fault-Tolerance

SIMULATION

MATLAB is used for simulating the algorithm. MATLAB is a highperformance language for technical computing. It integrates computation, visualization, and programming in an easy-to-use environment where problems and solutions are expressed in familiar
mathematical notation.

4.1
4.1.1

Performance Analysis
Simulation Parameters

—Field size (MM) : 100m100m
—Location of BS(Base Station):75m ¡ dBS ¡ 100m
—Number of nodes, N : 100 nodes
—Cluster-head (CH) probability : 0.1
—Initial Energy of sensor node : 0.02J
—ETX and ERX (Eelec) : 50 nJ/bit
—Free space ( fs ): 10 pJ/bit/m2
—Multipath fading (mp) : 0.0013 pJ/bit/m4
—The energy for aggregation (EDA): 5 nJ/bit/signal
4.1.2 RESIDUAL ENERGY COMPARISON GRAPHS. We simulated the Leach algorithm and our proposed algorithm in MATLAB
and ploted various graphs comparing the Residue Energy when a
large wireless network of nodes is Clustered using the LEACH algorithm and the proposed Clustering algorithm. Following graph
shows the comparison of Residual energies when 50 nodes have
been used in our WSN.

Fig. 1. Comparison of residual energies when 50 nodes have been
used in our WSN.In the above scenario the Residual energy has increased from 0.6246 Joules in case of LEACH algorithm to 0.6600
Joules in case of the PROPOSED algorithm.

Figure 1 shows the Comparison of residual energies in case of
LEACH algorithm and when the proposed algorithm was used.The
number of nodes used is 50.T he Residual energy has increased
from 0.6246 Joules in case of LEACH algorithm to 0.6600 Joules
in case of the PROPOSED algorithm.
Figure 2 shows the Comparison of residual energies in case of
LEACH algorithm and when the proposed algorithm was used.The
number of nodes used in the WSN is 100. The Residual energy
has increased from 1.2266 Joules in case of LEACH algorithm to
1.3492 Joules in case of the PROPOSED algorithm.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of residual energies when 100 nodes have been
used in our WSN.In the above scenario the Residual energy has increased from 1.2266 Joules in case of LEACH algorithm to 1.3492
Joules in case of the PROPOSED algorithm.

5.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The simulation of leach algorithm and the proposed algorithm has
yield the following results in terms of Energy consumption and
Network lifetime.
We have proposed a fine strategy for relay node placement in large
scale, dense, non uniform sensor network. Five different cases have
been discussed and their appropriate algorithms are proposed.The
proposed algorithm suggested in 3.2.4 ensures connected relay
node single cover situation within clusters. Single node, double
cover problem is being handled efficiently by the algorithm described in section 3.2.4 (2). Placement of relay nodes is based on
formed clusters.
In order to form the clusters, dominating set is used as a backbone
in WSN. The algorithm used for constructed dominating set is a
modified version of DSP-CDS[33]. Among the nodes belonging
to the dominating set, cluster heads are chosen based on proposed
algorithm 2. Finally, proposed Algorithm 3 is used during the formation of clusters.
Our approach has considered the combination of various factors
that are relevant for efficient utilisation of power and thus minimising energy consumption in WSN. The algorithms are simulated on
MATLAB R2007b and the results proved that the proposed algorithm increases the network lifetime and conserves the energy by
13.456 % as compared against the LEACH algorithm.
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